You can read the recommendations in the user guide, the technical guide or the installation guide for RANE EMPATH ROTARY.
You'll find the answers to all your questions on the RANE EMPATH ROTARY in the user manual (information, specifications,
safety advice, size, accessories, etc.). Detailed instructions for use are in the User's Guide.
User manual RANE EMPATH ROTARY
User guide RANE EMPATH ROTARY
Operating instructions RANE EMPATH ROTARY
Instructions for use RANE EMPATH ROTARY
Instruction manual RANE EMPATH ROTARY
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Manual abstract:
All other features are identical between the four versions: · Rotary Empath · Original Blue · Black on Black · Grandmaster Flash Signature Edition The
Empath combines the vision of Grandmaster Flash and Rane technology. Compact size, exceptional performance and advanced features set the Empath mixer
apart. The Empath is the most able 3-channel, 10" format mixer available. The name implies: understanding, awareness and sensitivity to the needs of DJs.
Empath Features · Auto-Gain prevents performance-wrecking swings in program level when changing sources. The music is never too soft or clipped. ·
FlexFXTM is a post-fader external stereo effects loop with individual Dry/Wet pan controls for Mic and Input channels 1, 2 and 3. · Flash-Cue allows the DJ
to rapidly select Crossfader A-Cue-sum or Crossfader B-Cuesum with the flick of a switch, normally slow or complicated on other mixers.
@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@With AGC on, the gain is increased when it's above -16 dB, and decreased when it goes over the 0 dB Target (red line).
Once AGC is active and falls below -16 dB, it is held indefinitely (blue line).
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Panel Features · Universal internal power supply. When traveling, finding power supply adapters is difficult. The Empath accepts 100 to 240 VAC, 50/60 Hz
power, for use anywhere in the world without adapters. · Multiple Outputs. Nothing is more frustrating than arriving at a club and finding their jacks don't
match.
Systems may have XLR, TRS or RCA connectors. The Empath provides all 3. ©Rane Corporation 10802 47th Ave. .
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